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Information at your
Fingertips

TCS intelligent Graphical User Interface provides 
users with crucial information at their fingertips, 
allowing direct access which can be customized to 
individual user preferences.

Real productivity gains can be achieved through 
Multiple Document Interface (MDI), enabling users to 
effortlessly switch activities without abandoning what 
they are currently working on.  Related information is 
just a mouse click away, allowing, for example, quick 
access to customer master records, credit limit checks 
and on-hand inventory information.

In keeping with its long tradition of industry Multiple Record Processing
leadership, TCS is one of the first Windows based 
manufacturing and accounting system .  TCS for TCS uses familiar tools throughout the system 
Windows was built from the ground up to take allowing compatible knowledge from other 
advantage of the benefits offered by a true graphical applications.  One of these tools is the spreadsheet 
environment.  Amongst the many innovative grid facilitating the retrieval and processing of 
technologies included in TCS are ... Graphical multiple transactions from a single workspace.  
Paradigm, Information At Your Fingertips, Multiple Extensive filtering and sorting criteria allow users to 
Record Processing, Open Access And Enterprise Wide populate the grid and focus only on the pertinent data.  
Integration. For example, Inventory Control uses this tool to 

populate the grid with multiple line items to be 
received from a single PO.  With the click of a button, 
users can process all the line items rather than entering 

Graphical Paradigm receipts one-by-one.  Complete processing flexibility 
allows users to process individual as well as multiple 

TCS takes full advantage of the power and efficiency transactions.  TCS also provides sophisticated record 
of the Windows Graphical User Interface (GUI).  Each updating technologies, using client / server 
module incorporates visual objects to represent work technology, to deliver maximum record access with 
elements or activities.  This Visual Workspace? complete data security.
provides users with an intuitive, efficient environment 
that facilitates the training of new users and is fun to 
work in.  For example, all sales and purchase orders 
are entered on a visual representation of the 
appropriate form allowing quick, easy entry and 
providing access to necessary information throughout 
the system.

Open Access Client / Server Discussion

TCS uses one of today's state of the art client / server Introduction
databases allowing complete access to all information.  
Using current reporting tools such as Crystal Reports, TCS is running on a relational database management 
Report Smith for TCS provides users with a flexible system (RDBMS) such as Microsoft MS SQL Server 
and easy to use tool for creating both standard and or Borland InterBase Workgroup Server etc., designed 
custom reports.  This frees the user from dependence around the client-server model.  The system uses 
on report choices and formats and from internal MIS Structured Query Language (SQL), adhering to the 
restrictions. SQL-92 standard at the "entry" level of conformance.

 
TCS also incorporates the latest data sharing 
technologies to smoothly transfer information to and Client-Server Model
from the world most popular business applications.  
Using Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) you can TCS is designed around the client-server model for 
pass part availability graphs out to a word processor, database management systems. This is in contrast to 
make changes, then include them in a management programs like Paradox, Visual dBASE and Access that 
production report. generally operate using the file-server model.

In a file-server-based database, all of the database 
intelligence resides in the client software.
Databases reside on a server, but the server has no 
intelligence to manage databases and their contents. 
When you need to perform an operation on a database 
or on one of the objects within the database, 
everything must be copied into memory on the client 
computer for processing. For example, if you want to 

Fully Integration perform a query on a table that returns 2% of the rows 
in the table, every row might need to be copied across 

TCS Modules: the network to the client computer, in order for it to 
     Sales Department extract the 2% of rows it needs.
     Shipping Department
     Purchase Department
     Inventory Department
     Engineering Department
     Production Department
     Accounts Department
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In a client-server-based database, a significant part of System Overview
the database intelligence resides in a program that 
runs on the server (in this case, TCS itself.) When you 

TCS Department Modules:need to perform an operation on the database from a 
client computer, the request is formulated on the client 

     Sales Departmentand then transmitted across the network to the server 
     Shipping Departmentfor processing. All processing happens on the server. 
     Purchase DepartmentIn the example above, only the 2% of rows that match 
     Inventory Departmentyour query are returned across the network to the 
     Engineering Departmentclient computer.   That is the promise of client / server 
     Production Departmenttechnology.  Leverage the client's and the server's 
     General Ledgerability.  Intelligent handshaking between the client 
     Accounts Receivableand the server is not just data sharing.  In real life this 
     Accounts Payabletranslates to reduced network traffic, increased 
     China-HK Data Exchange Systemperformance, and reduced vulnerability to data 

corruption.
TCS is a complete manufacturing planning and control 
system designed to integrate data and provide timely TCS's client / server implementation processes all 
information for manufacturing firms today. The database requests from individual clients such as 
package is a solution for manufacturing, distribution, queries, indexing, updates, modify, seek and append.  
and finance control.  It links different departments to The system minimizes database related network 
provide manufacturing requirement for a company traffic and increases performance on network.  
from Materials Requirement Planning to ensure timely 
creation of manufacturing or purchase orders to meet Further more, workstations (clients) that lock up or 
production requirements.reboot in the middle of a transaction increase the 

vulnerability for data corruption.  With the client / 
TCS is developed using Client / Server technology.  It server technology, malfunctioning clients cannot 
is running on Windows/NT, supports Chinese and corrupt your data or related files.
English interface, designed and developed to fulfill 
enterprises need.

For ISO9000 requirement, TCS implemented the 
Documented Management System, Quality Control 
System, Part Numbering System and Approval Vendor 
System. 

For security control, TCS contains an Application 
Level Security allows administration of user access 
authority, responsibility, menus and report security. 

 

The System includes:

offers flexibility for managing and which provides sales with up-to-
streamlining account processes.the-minute, available-to-promise information to 

ensure information accuracy and customer 
is a time-phased cash planning satisfaction.

system that gives control over account management 
process. is designed to reduce overall 

processing time so customers can be provided with 
is an expense management system faster service.

that record tracks and controls cash disbursement.

is a full-function material and 
 helps systematic service acquisition support tool that helps distributors 

management of documentation.   Any record or and manufacturers improve control of quality and 
specification documented in the system may be sorted manage supplier selection.
by the owner, receiver, parts, document type, date and  
etc.helps control and maintain 

material requirements by allowing the monitoring of 
(Optional) inventory balances, material movement, status, and 

provides software solution for off shore production historical information for both stored inventory and 
control.  Data may be exchanged between head office work-in-process.
and remote site factory through diskette or modem  
periodically to update both information.delivers full flexibility in 

defining product structure and manages all essential 
engineering and materials handling.
 

helps effective planning and 
management of materials by analyzing all sources of 
product demand.
 

General Ledger Sales Department 

Accounts Receivable 

Shipping Department

Accounts Payable 

Purchase Department 
Documented Management System

Inventory Department 

China-HK Data Exchange System 

Engineering Department 

Production Department 
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Sales Department Sales Order Amendment is for amending a sales order 
after posting.

Shipment Revise is for revising the shipment TCS Sales Department provides functions to process 
schedules of a sales order after posting.customer quotations and sales orders.  During order 

entry you can review on-hand quantities and verify 
credit status of the customer before completing the Sales Order Complete is for force completing an 
order.  Orders may enter any currency, and then outstanding sales order.
converted to local currency automatically for 
financial reporting.  In a sales order, multiple 
shipment schedule is allowed for each selling item.  Customer Specification is for maintaining customer 
For each selling item, the unlimited text and comment requirement of product.
capabilities can help you to form a documented 
agreement between customer and vendor.

Product Reject is for maintaining rejected-from 
customer items upon sales order.TCS Sales Department is integrated with other TCS 

departments such as Inventory Department, Shipping 
Department and Production Department. Sales Order Enquiry is for inquiring sales orders' 

status.

includes: Sales Analysis List and Shipment Analysis List are 
management analysis reports includes of Summary 
Report for Quotation and Sales Orders, Outstanding Sales Quotation is for salespersons to create product 
Sales Order Report, Shipment Report, Top Sales pricing and terms for customers.  Sales quotation may 
Analysis Report, Yearly Sales Analysis Report, and convert to sales order upon customer acceptance.
etc.

Sales Order Entry is for creating a new sales order.  
Sales order can copy from previous sales order or 
converted from quotation.  It supports multi-currency, 
item discount, trade discount and multi-shipment 
scheduling.  Unlimited remarks for each sales item 
allow for specification or agreement.

Sales Order Posting is for posting a range of 
confirmed sales orders.  Batch posting and on-line 
posting are supported according to the authority of the 
user.

 Sales Department  

Purchase Department

 Purchase Department  

 

TCS Purchase Department provides functions to 
process vendor purchase orders and goods receiving.  
It can help you manage vendors, control inventory 
levels and realize the benefits of Just-In-Time 
deliveries.  Orders may be created manually or 
generated automatically through MRP entry.  It 
supports multi-currency, multi-shipment schedule, 
and unlimited text and comment for each purchase 
item.  Goods receiving automatically reject unwanted 
over shipments and early or delay vendor deliveries.  
Good's Receiving Note (G.R.N.) supports multiple 
P.O. and multiple ship-to warehouse.  Performance 
ratings help you make the best vendor selection for 
each situation, optimizing cost, quality and delivery 

Goods Receiving Entry is for creating Goods time.
Received Note (G.R.N.).  Goods received note Vs TCS Purchase Department is integrated with other 
multiple P.O. and multiple ship-to warehouse is TCS departments such as Inventory Department, 
allowed.  Once the G.R.N. is posted, the quantity of Production Department and Accounts Department.
items is transferred to IQC or inventory.

I.Q.C. Pass Entry is for reporting the passed items 
includes: after I.Q.C. inspection.

Vendor Quotation is for maintaining vendors' item 
Reject Goods Entry is maintaining reject-to vendor 

pricing.
items.

Purchase Order Entry is for creating a new purchase 
MRP Entry is for automatic generation of purchase 

order.  Part pricing is converted from vendor quotation.  
order based on Materials Requirement Planning.

Purchase order can be copied and then edit it. In a 
purchase order, it supports multi-currency, deposit, 
item discount, trade discount and multi-shipment Purchase Order Enquiry is for inquiring P.O.status. 
scheduling.  Unlimited remark for each purchase item 
is allowed for specification or agreement.

Purchase Order Amendment is for amending a 
purchase order after posting.

Purchase Analysis List is management analysis 
reports includes of Purchase Order list, Quotation List, 

Purchase Order Complete is for force completing an Purchase Order Summary, Purchase Order 
outstanding purchase order. Outstanding Report, Materials Requirement Planning, 

Top Purchase Analysis,  Yearly Purchase Analysis, 
Vendor Analysis, Outstanding Shipment Report, and 
etc.



Shipping Department

Shipping  Department   

 

 

TCS Shipping Department provides a linkage between 
Packing List is for creating packing information.  Sales Department and Accounts Receivable.  It 
Numbers of carton, weight and dimension per generates sales invoice, shipping mark, packing list 
shipping item are allowed.and government documents resulting from shipments 

or final order adjustments.  When product is shipped, 
it updates inventory balance and outstanding sales Invoice Amendment is for amending posted sales 
order.  The invoice automatically pass on to accounts invoice.
department for final confirmation and posting.  Single 
invoice may handle multiple sales orders.  Various 
shipping document formats can be designed by user 
through shipping form generator.

TCS Shipping Department is integrated with other Invoice Enquiry is for inquiring sales invoice status.
TCS departments such as Sales, Inventory and 
Accounts.

Shipping Summary List are management analysis 
reports includes of Sales Invoice List, Packing List 
Report, Shipping Report, Expect Shipping Report and includes:
etc.

Invoice Entry is for creating a new sales invoice.  An 
invoice may cover multiple sales orders.  It supports 
multi-currency, item discount, trade discount and 
unlimited item remarks for specification or agreement.

Invoice Posting is for posting a range of confirmed 
sales invoice.  Batch posting and on-line posting are 
supported according to the authority of the user.  Once 
the invoice is posted, the inventory balance and the 
outstanding sales orders will be updated.  The invoice 
automatically passed on to the accounts department 
(but not yet posted).

Approval Supplier Entry is for maintaining suppliers 
who are approved to supply for a particular item.  
Approval suppliers may be selected by supplier 
analysis ranking, optimizing cost, quality and delivery TCS Engineering Department provides functions to 
time.  This is one of ISO9000 requirement.define inventory items, maintain product structures 

and keep track engineering change history.  The out-
B.O.M Formula Entry is for creating products look picture or imaging of the product can be display 
structure of Plastic Products.  A number of plastic raw or printed-out to any document.  Multiple product 
materials mixed may create a number of different final structures for the same manufactured item may be 
products or components.defined by various version numbers.  Primary and 

alternate configurations are supported for components.  
Engineering List are management analysis reports Product structure may be presented in indented format 
includes of Indented Parts List, Tree-like Parts List, or tree-like format.  Any changes of product structure 
Component Where Used List, Price List and etc.will automatically generate an engineering change 

note (E.C.N.) as history reference.

TCS Engineering Department is integrated with other 
TCS departments such as Inventory Department, 
Production Department, Purchase Department and 

 Sales Department.

includes:

Parts Entry is for creating parts master files.  Final TCS Inventory Department is a complete control 
products, semi-products, components and non-stock system to maintain accurate inventory balances and to 
items are to be defined here.  It may maintain English report on transaction details.  Sales, shipping, 
and Chinese description, selling price, cost, safety purchasing, production, transfers and adjustments all 
stock quantity, unit of measurement conversion and affect Inventory Department.  The system manages 
product picture or imaging. multi-location transactions. Flexible costing methods 

including weighted average cost, FIFO, LIFO, 
B.O.M. Entry is for creating products structure.  It standard cost and last cost are supported.  For each 
supports unlimited level B.O.M.  Version number may inventory item, three units of measurement (buying, 
be defined if the same B.O.M. number (or product stocking and selling) can be defined.
number) contains with multiple structures.  Scrap rate, TCS Inventory Department is integrated with other 
alternative parts, operation center and item remarks TCS departments such as Purchase Department, Sales 
are to be defined here. Department, Shipping Department and Production 

Department.
E.C.N. Entry is for maintaining engineering change 
notes (E.C.N.).  If any change of  B.O.M. structure is 
activated, it requests for reporting the reason of such 
changes, who making the changes, what is changed 
and the effective date.

Engineering Department

Inventory Department
Engineering Department  
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Inventory Department  Bin Location Entry is for maintaining item bin includes:
location.

Material Received Entry is for creating Goods 
Received Note (G.R.N.).  A goods received note Vs Stock Enquiry is for inquiring inventory item status 
multiple purchase order is allowed. Once the G.R.N. is including on-hand quantity, reserved quantity, on 
posted, the quantity of items are transferred to I.Q.C. order quantity, on job quantity, received on a batch file 
or warehouse. but not yet posted quantity, issued on a batch file but 

not yet posted quantity, stock available quantity, I.Q.C. 
I.Q.C. Pass Entry is for reporting the passed items on hold quantity, defect quantity and sample quantity.
after I.Q.C. inspection.  Once the I.Q.C. Pass is posted, 
the inventory balance is updated.

Analysis List is management analysis reports includes 
of Parts List, Stock Valuation Report, Item Activities Material Reject Entry is for maintaining reject-to 
Report,Item Quantity Status, ABC Analysis Report, vendor items upon purchase order.
Abnormal Status Report, Slow Moving Report, Stock 
Take Worksheet, and Bin Location Report.  Material Product Reject is for maintaining rejected-from 
Movement List includes Goods Received Summary customer items upon sales order.
and Goods Rejected Summary.

Stock Transaction Processing is for handling stock-in 
 and stock-out items without purchase order or sales 

order.  Inventory transfer from warehouse to 
warehouse and adjustments after physical counts are 
handled here.

Production Department 

 

Material Issue / Posting is for creating a material 
issue note (MI) in kid for warehouse to pick up 
materials to production line for a particular job order.  
Once the M. I. is posted, the inventory balances of 

TCS Production Department is a system for managing each material item are deducted .
all job order related information and activities from 
opening job orders through work-in-process Material Reject is for maintaining reject-form WIP 
transactions.  The system is a planning process that items.
considers available inventory, forecasting sales 
demand, actual backlog, and firm planned production Material Loss is for maintaining lost item during 
to drive the material requirement plan (MRP).  It helps production.
you improve your performance by getting the right 
materials to the right place at the right time.  The Job Order Analysis is for estimate job overhead such 
Production Material Control is integrated with as cost of labor, machine, sub-contract, rental and 
inventory, job orders, sales orders, and purchase others.  The management will have an analysis of 
orders so that the latest information is always actual cost after job completed compare with 
considered.  Each job order provides an on-line estimated cost before job starting.
valuation of the materials issued, scraped, lost and 
used.  The actual completed performance is to be 
responded daily. Job Enquiry is for inquiring outstanding job order's 
TCS Production Department is integrated with other status.
TCS departments such as Engineering Department, 
Inventory Department and Purchase Department. Production Summary List is management analysis 

reports includes of Job Order Summary, Outstanding 
Job Order, Daily Transaction, Activity Report, WIP 
Report, Job Schedule, Job Performance, Material Production Department includes:  
Issue/Reject/Loss, etc.

Job Order Entry is for creating job order. The size of 
job, expected dates of job starting and finishing is to 
be defined during the entry.  The materials 
requirement will be generated after job is created.  If 
job order refers to a sales order, report will show the 
job status Vs sales order number.

Job Order Change is for On-WIP-Materials changing.  
Through this processing, for a particular on 
production job order, materials can be added, deleted 
and replaced.

Operation Complete is for reporting the finished 
goods completed quantity and return to inventory.

Job Order Complete is for force completing an 
outstanding job order and releasing the reserved 
materials.
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General Ledger

 

TCS General Ledger provides the power and Recurring Voucher Entry is for creating vouchers 
flexibility to collect financial data at its sources and recurred by default code.
present it effectively -- with less effort and greater 
impact.  It maintains all accounting transactions by 

Back-date Voucher Entry is for back-date to previous account number.  All financial reporting is under user 
financial period (period end has been done) and insert control through self-contained financial report writer.  
a new voucher or transaction. The updated amount The result of after posting may be preview before 
will be carried down to the latest period.posting to ensure the transaction is correct. Back date 

posting is allowed for unlimited period.
TCS General Ledger is integrated with other TCS Post Voucher is for posting the confirmed vouchers.  
accounting modules such as Accounts Receivable and Before the posting, a preview for financial statements 
Accounts Payable. for result of after posting is allowed.

Period End is a procedure for closing up the current 
financial period and carrying the month end balances General Ledger includes:
down to the next period for each general ledger 
account.

Account Chart Entry is for creating financial chart of 
accounts.

Year End is a procedure for closing up the current 
Open Balance Entry is for creating an opening financial year and carrying the year-end balances 
balance for each financial account. down to the next year for each general ledger account.

Budget Entry is for creating a planning or forecasting 
Financial Statement and Report Generator are operation budget for each financial account.
management analysis reports includes of voucher 
listing, ledger listing, trail balance, income statement, Voucher Entry is for creating a normal voucher.  The 
balance sheet, and any user self defined financial voucher format is similar to paper voucher format.
statement created by the report generator.

Default Voucher Entry is for maintaining quick 
transaction code (Default Code) leads to a table of 
general ledger account.  Some financial accounts such 
as rental, telephone or salary is fixed with a 
transaction amount periodically and involved to a 
fixed pair of general ledger accounts. In this 
instance, default voucher may help simplify the 
transaction procedure.

Accounts Receivable

 

Debit Note Entry is for creating debit notes and 
updates General Ledger.

Credit Note Entry is for creating credit notes and TCS Accounts Receivable provides customer and 
updates to general ledger.invoice inquiry capabilities, along with all required 

reports.  It enables you to improve cash management 
Receipt Entry is for maintaining payment record from and collections.  Reports are designed to give 
customer and update to general ledger accounts.  A management the ability to analysis cash flow and to 
payment may settle multiple invoices.  An invoice for focus collection activity for the greatest leverage.  
partial payment is allowed.  The profit center code Extensive credit management provides streamlined 
will generate a voucher automatically for related payment processing and visibility of current customer 
general ledger accounts.status and allows you to control transactions involving 

problem customers.  Customer invoice may be created 
Month End is a procedure for closing up the current manually or captured from shipping department.  
financial period and carrying down the month end Financial posting is generated under pre-defined 
balance to the next period for each customer profit center code and update General Ledger to 
outstanding invoice.reduce human error and effort.  Multiple currency, 

debit note and credit note is supported.
Year End is a procedure for closing up the current TCS Accounts Receivable is integrated with TCS 
financial year and carrying the year end balances General Ledger and Shipping Department.
down to the next year for each customer outstanding 
invoice.

Accounts Receivable Listing is management analysis 
Accounts Receivable includes: reports includes of Profit Center List, Sales Journal 

List, Customer Ledger List, Document Summary by 
Voucher Number, Document Summary by Document 

Profit Center Entry is for creating quick processing Number, Outstanding Customer List, Customer Aging 
code (Profit Center Code) leads to a table of general List and etc.
ledger account.  During invoicing or payment receipt, 
it normally affects on certain general ledger accounts 
such as account receivable, sales, discount, bank and 
etc. In this instance, profit centre may help simplify 
the transaction procedure. It will cause a voucher to be 
generated automatically as invoice or payment receipt 
is entered.

Invoice Entry is for maintaining sales invoice record 
and update to general ledger accounts.  It may capture 
invoice information generated from TCS Shipping 
Department to reduce human error and effort.  The 
profit center code will generate a voucher 
automatically for related general ledger accounts.
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Accounts Payable

 

Credit Note Entry is for creating credit notes to G/L.

Payment Entry is for maintaining payment to supplier TCS Accounts Payable provides a flexible, easy-to-
record and update to general ledger accounts.  A use tool for managing payment activities of your 
payment may cover multiple invoices, an invoice for company.  Comprehensive supplier and invoice 
partial payment is allowed.  The cost center code will inquiry capabilities, along with the required audit 
generate a voucher automatically for related general reports, allow full visibility for cash flow management 
ledger accounts.and complete financial control. Accounts payable 

invoice entries are matched with purchase order 
receiving, financial posting is generated under pre- Month End is a procedure for closing up the current 
defined cost center code, allowing fast, accurate and financial period and carrying down the month end 
easy updating of General Ledger.  Multiple currency,  balance to the next period for each supplier 
debit notes and credit notes are supported. outstanding invoice.
TCS Accounts Payable is integrated with TCS General 
Ledger and TCS Purchase Department.

Year End is a procedure for closing up the current 
financial year and carrying the year end balances 
down to the next year for each supplier outstanding 
invoice.Accounts Payable includes:

Accounts Payable Listing is management analysis Cost Center Entry is for creating quick processing 
reports includes of Cost Center List, Purchase Journal code (Cost Center Code) leads to a table of general 
List, Supplier Ledger List, Document Summary by ledger account.  During invoicing or payment, it 
Voucher Number, Document Summary by Document normally affects on certain general ledger accounts 
Number, Outstanding Supplier List, Supplier Aging such as accounts payable, purchase, discount, bank 
List and etc.and etc. In this instance, cost center may help simplify 

the transaction procedure. It will cause a voucher to be 
generated automatically as supplier invoice or 
payment is entered.

Supplier Invoice Entry is for maintaining supplier 
invoice record and update to general ledger accounts.  
It may capture invoice information generated from 
TCS Purchase Department to reduce human error and 
effort.  The cost center code will generate a voucher 
automatically for related general ledger accounts.

Debit Note Entry is for creating debit notes toG/L. 

 

General Specification General Specification
(AN = Alphanumeric, 9 = Numbers)

New Technologies No. of Users :  Unlimited
     Product Picture Imaging No. of Currencies :  Unlimited
     Tree-like B.O.M. Diagram No. of Warehouse :  Unlimited
     Document-like Unlimited Remark No. of Items per Entry 
     Dictionary for Quick & Chinese Input Forms :  Unlimited
     4 Digit Year Format for Year 2000 No. of Levels per B.O.M. :  Unlimited
     Report Writer (Optional) No. of Alternate Parts per 
     Network Fax (Optional) item :  Unlimited
     Hong Kong / China Data Exchange Records per Files :  16,711,679
     Cost / Price Security Control Multiple Shipment Date per 

P.O. :  Up to 10
Multiple Shipment Date per 

General Features P.I. :  Up to 10
     Multi-user, Multi-company, Multi-currency, Part Number Identification :  Stock, Supplier,     

Multi-warehouse                                                       Customer
     Departmental Approach but Fully Integrated Period per Production 
     ISO9000 Quality System Implemented Schedule :  Unlimited
     ISO9000 Document Management Implemented G/L Voucher Type :  Up to 10
     ISO9000 Approval Vendor Implemented Back Date / Year Posting :  Unlimited
     Graphical Interface, easy to use
     Full Password Security and User Access Control
     Report & Print Form Preview

Field Length (AN = Alphanumeric, 9 = Numeric)
     Multiple Printers Section
     Related Record Copying and Generating
     Data Export to Other Popular Applications Part Number :  20 AN

         English and Chinese Version Switchable Group Number :  3 AN
English Description for 
Parts :  3 x 30 AN

Hardware Requirement
Chinese Description for 

     Network Server:  Pentium II 200MHz or above 
Parts :  3 x 15 Chi

with 128MB RAM and 50MB Hard Disk Space
G/L Account Number :  6 AN

         Workstations:  Pentium 133MHz or above with 
G/L Account Name :  30 AN

32MB RAM and 50MB Hard Disk Space
Customer / Vendor Code :  10 AN
Customer / Vendor Name :  30 AN
Voucher No., P.I. No., P.O. No.Operating System
Job No., Invoice No., G.R.N. No.     Windows/98/NT/ME/2000/XP English or 
I. No., M.J. No., OPC No., :  10 ANChinese Version
G/L Voucher Particulars :  2 x 30 AN
G/L Voucher Amount :  9,999,999.99
Invoice Total Amount :  9,999,999.99
PO / PI Line Item Total :  99,999,999.99
PO / PI Total Amount :  999,999,999.99
Quantity per set in B.O.M. :  9,999.9999
Spare Part Quantity :  999,999,99
Job Order Quantity :  999,999 
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